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Experimental realization of a target-accepting quantum search by NMR
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With a three-bit nuclear magnetic resonance quantum computer, we have experimentally realized a quantum
search algorithm that can take a desired function value~or target! t as its input and give the corresponding
function argumentx0 such thatf (x0)5t as a result. The function value is not retrieved from an existing table,
but evaluated by the search algorithm in the manner of a typical algorithmic search. A single-query version of
the quantum search algorithm is used to search for one of two function arguments.
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Nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! has been applied to
the experimental realization of a quantum computer giv
successful results@1#. Among these experiments, the impl
mentations@2–4# of Grover’s search algorithm@5# have at-
tracted attention because this algorithm has practical im
tance in the sense that many difficult problems in prac
can be reduced to search problems. This algorithm assu
an ‘‘oracle’’ or a black box that recognizes whether a giv
item is what we want to find. The complexity or executio
time of an oracle is assumed to be a ‘‘unit’’ computation
step, which is mathematically convenient for the analysis
algorithmic complexity. However, if the quantum oracle
much more complex to realize in practice than a class
oracle, the overall complexity of the quantum algorith
might be greater than that of the classical one. Therefore
of the elements of a quantum algorithm, including the ora
should be explicitly implemented when one demonstrates
power of quantum algorithms in practice.

In previous experimental demonstrations@2–4# of the
quantum search algorithm, the oracle was implemented
fixed phase-shift gate, which gives a fixed answer, for
ample, the third out of four items. In this work, we expe
mentally realized a quantum search accepting atarget as its
input, using a three-bit NMR quantum computer. The ora
is explicitly implemented in such a way that we can choo
the target for which we want to find the argument, contra
to the previous works where the target is fixed. This kind
search is very important in problems where the inverse o
given function is unknown or hard to solve. For this purpo
additional registers are used to represent the function v
and target, and an appropriate quantum circuit was im
mented, as is well known@6#. We have employed the single
query version@7# of the quantum search algorithm.

A general search problem is findingx0 such thatF(x0)
51 for a given functionF:$0,1%n°$0,1%, andF is evaluated
by an oracle. In the context of the quantum search, the or
O is equivalently defined asOux&5(21)F(x)ux&. However,
this is the most abstract form and it is important to explici
implement the oracle when realizing a specific search pr
lem. The detailed structure of the oracle would differ f
each case of interest, and here we consider the case wh
target is given, i.e., the problem is to find anindex x0 such
that f (x0)5t for a given functionf :$0,1%n°$0,1%m and an
m-bit targett, which is given arbitrarily.
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Since quantum computation works in a reversible way
search operationS accepting a target is described by

Su0& I ut&T5ux0& I ut&T , ~1!

where the subscriptsI and T denote the index and targe
registers, respectively. The initial state of the index registe
set byu0& for convenience, and the transformation rule is n
specified for the other cases where the initial state is notu0&.
The conventional description of Grover’s algorithm tak
only the index state as input. It uses two operators to enha
the probability amplitude of amarked stateux0& I , which is
the index state corresponding to a given target. The first
erator is the selective phase inversion operatorI t that inverts
the sign of only the marked state, i.e.,

I tux& I56ux& I , ~2!

where the sign is negative whenf (x)5t and positive other-
wise. The second operator is the inversion about aver
operatorD52E12P, whereE is a unity matrix andPi j
51/N (N is the number of total indices!. This operator in-
verts the amplitudes of all basis states about the mean.
peated applications of the Grover operatorG5DI t on an
equally weighted superposition make the probability amp
tude of the marked state close to unity afterO(AN) cycles.

To implement a quantum search working for an arbitra
target, we used a quantum circuit forI t that inverts the phase
of a stateux& I if and only if f (x)5t for a given functionf and
a targett @6#. Sincet is not fixed but arbitrary, the essentia
part of the circuit is the comparison oft with f (x). For com-
parison, the function is evaluated first in a reversible way
an evaluation operatorU f such that

U f ux& I u0&C5ux& I u f ~x!&C , ~3!

where the subscriptC represents acontent register, which
stores the function values.

If a database, a table of the indices and contents, is g
for the search, thenU f is just an addressing scheme retrie
ing data from the table. Since it is not clear yet how to bu
an efficient quantum addressing scheme@8#, we consider
here analgorithmicsearch@6,9# in which the function values
are not retrieved from such a table but rather are evalua
by the program code itself. Searching for the extremum o
given function is an example.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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Having the quantum circuit forU f means that we neithe
already know the answer nor assume fixed solutions, a
the previous experiments. AlthoughU f has all the informa-
tion about the function value, the answer is obtained o
after execution of a search. For example, one can writ
program code evaluating some error function, but having
code, which has all the information about the function, do
not mean that it is known which index gives the small
error. It is still necessary to search for the smallest among
evaluated values.

Once the function has been evaluated, the next step
compare the contents with the target, via an operatoC
which inverts the sign of the content register if it matches
target, that is,

Cu f ~x!&Cut&T56u f ~x!&Cut&T , ~4!

where the sign is negative forf (x)5t and positive other-
wise. The execution ofCUf will produce unwanted en
tanglement between the index and content registers, w
must be undone viaU f

21 for the algorithm not to fail. There-
fore, I t is realized by@6#

I t5U f
21CUf . ~5!

Thus, the operation of the quantum circuit for the extendeI t
on the whole register reads

I tux& I u0&Cut&T56ux& I u0&Cut&T , ~6!

as illustrated in Fig. 1. The following implementation ofC
completes the circuit. Assume thatf (x) and t are m-bit bi-
nary numbers, and consider a 2m-bit operatorB5B1^ B2
^ •••^ Bm whereBi is a two-bit operator such that

Bi u f i&Cut i&T5u f i&Cu f i
% t i&T , ~7!

in which f i and t i are theith bits of the content and targe
registers, respectively. This operator writes 1 on the ta
register if its inputs are the same, and 0 otherwise. The
ecution ofB makes all the bits of the target register 1 only
the content and target are exactly the same. The result o
comparison can be read using an (m11)-bit Toffoli gate T
that takes the target register as control bits and writes
output on an ancillary bit. When the ancilla is prepared in
state (u0&2u1&)/A2, the Toffoli gate will invert the sign of
the state only if all the bits of the target register are 1. The
fore, C can be implemented byC5B21TB, whereB21 is
added to restore the original target valuet into the target
register.

We considered two one-bit functionsf 1(x)5$0,1% and
f 2(x)5$1,0% for x5$0,1%. The remaining two functions
f 3(x)5$0,0% and f 4(x)5$1,1% belong to the cases of no so

FIG. 1. The quantum network of the extended selective ph
inversion operatorI t for the target-accepting search.
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lution or all solution for which any version of Grover’s a
gorithm fails to work. The original version also fails for th
case of two items because the inversion about average
eration does not enhance the probability amplitude of
marked state but just exchanges those of the two sta
However, Chi and Kim’s single-query version@7# can be
employed in this case. It usesI tg andDb such that

I tgux& I5eıgux& I , ~8!

if x is the marked state and does nothing otherwise,
Db5E1(eıb21)P. If the number of the marked statesm is
in the range ofN/4<m<N, then only a single application o
I tg followed by Db gives the answer withb5g5cos21(1
2N/2m). Therefore, this algorithm is applicable to our ca
wherem5N/2. Although the quantum search does not sh
better performance than the classical one for the case om
51, N52, our implementation can be directly extended f
n.2 cases where this quantum algorithm clearly exhib
superior performance.

The evaluation operators forf 1 and f 2 are given by

U f 1
5S 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

D and U f 2
5S 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

D ,

~9!

respectively. SinceI t is replaced byI tg in the single-query
version,C is also replaced byCg , defined by

Cgu f ~x!&Cut&T5eıgu f ~x!&Cut&T , ~10!

if f (x)5t and does nothing otherwise. For theN52 and
m51 case, bothb andg arep/2, and

Cg5diag@eıp/2,1,1,eıp/2#,

Db5S eıp/4 2e2ıp/4

2e2ıp/4 eıp/4 D . ~11!

The whole quantum network is shown in Fig. 2. A Hadama
operatorH is used to prepare the initial superposition, a
the target state is prepared inu0& or u1& depending on the
target value.

In a rotating frame, the NMR Hamiltonian of our three
spin system is given by

H5(
i

3

Dv i I iz1(
i , j

3

pJi j 2I izI jz , ~12!

e FIG. 2. The whole quantum network for one-bit binary fun
tions.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 054301
whereDv i and I iz are the chemical shift andz-component
angular momentum operator of the spini, respectively, and
Ji j is the coupling constant between the spinsi and j. This
Hamiltonian with rf pulses applied along thex or y axis
provides the elementary operatorsI ia(u)5exp@2ıuIia# and
Ji j (u)5exp@2ıu2IizI jz#, wherea is x, y, or z. If we let the
spins 1, 2, and 3 represent the index, content, and ta
registers, respectively, then all the operators in Fig. 2
expressed as

H5I 1z~p!I 1y~2p/2!,

U f 1
5I 2y~p/2!I 1z~2p/2!I 2z~2p/2!J12~p/2!I 2y~2p/2!,

U f 2
5I 2y~p/2!I 1z~2p/2!I 2z~p/2!J12~p/2!I 2y~2p/2!,

Cg5J23~2p/2!, and Db5I 1x~2p/2!,

up to the overall phases.U f 1
andU f 2

are self-inverse. Note

that Cg is implemented by a single operator rather than
the properly modifiedB and T because such a phase-sh
gate is preferable to a Toffoli gate for implementation by t
NMR Hamiltonian. Since the content and target registers
one bit each,Cg can be reduced to a two-qubit phase-sh
gate. The initial target stateu0& is changed tou1& by applying
I 3x(p) when necessary.

The experiment is performed at room temperature,
thus the spin states are highly mixed in thermal equilibri
state. It is therefore required to convert the thermal equi
rium state into an effective pure state@10–12#. The deviation
density operator of the thermal equilibrium state is giv
by r th5I 1z1I 2z1I 3z and that of the pure stateu000&
5u0&1^ u0&2^ u0&3 by rp5I 1z1I 2z1I 3z12I 1zI 2z12I 2zI 3z
12I 1zI 3z14I 1zI 2zI 3z . rp can be produced by subtracting th
last density operator from the sum of the first four in Table
The first column of the table is the optimized preparat
sequence used to generate each density operator. We
performed experiments with each preparation sequenc
obtain the results expected from the effective pure state.

We used three13C nuclear spins of 99% carbon-13 la
beled alanine in D2O solvent as qubits. All the experimen
were conducted on a Bruker DRX300 spectrometer with p
ton decoupling. The chemical shifts were measured to
Dv1/2p'5979 Hz, Dv2/2p'23476 Hz, and Dv3/2p
'26072 Hz, and the coupling constantsJ12, J23, andJ13

TABLE I. The preparation sequences and corresponding de
tion density operators transformed from the thermal equilibri
state.Ji j8 (u) is equal toJi j (u)I kx(p), which is simpler to implement
in our refocusing scheme.

Sequence Density operator

No operation I 1z1I 2z1I 3z

I 1x(2p/2)J138 (2p/2)I 1y(p/2) 2I 1zI 3z2I 2z1I 3z

I 1x(p/2)J128 (p/2)I 1y(p/2) 2I 1zI 2z1I 2z2I 3z

I 3x(p)I 2x(2p/2)J238 (p/2)I 2y(p/2) 2I 1z12I 2zI 3z2I 3z

I 2y(p/2)J128 (p/2)J238 (p/2)I 2y(p/2) 2I 1z24I 1zI 2zI 3z2I 3z
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were about 54.06 Hz, 34.86 Hz, and21.30 Hz, respec-
tively. The system was handled in the ‘‘triply rotating
frame, in which Dv i50, i.e., each spin experiences n
chemical shifts. Since it was necessary to adjust the phas
each rf pulse controlled in the laboratory frame, the refere
phases of the rotating frames were continuously traced
software, which coped with a single reference oscillator
the carbon channel. The operationI iz(u) was performed by
adjusting the reference phase without any actual rf puls
The operatorsI ix(y)(p/2) andI ix(y)(p) were implemented by
the spin-selective UBURP and REBURP pulses@13#, respec-
tively, which were about 2 ms in length. During the pulse
there were shifts in the reference phases due to the tran
Bloch-Siegert effect@14#. These shifts were carefully mea
sured, and the reference phases were adjusted after
pulse. No hard pulses or multiply selective pulses were u
so as to avoid off-resonance@15# and double-resonance two
spin effects@16#. The coupling operatorJi j (u) was imple-
mented with the refocusing scheme@17–19# optimized for
our rotating frame. The experiment took about 16.5 ms in
shortest case and 408.5 ms in the longest, shorter than
shortest spin-spin relaxation time~450 ms! of spin 2.

Figure 3 shows the reference spectrum of the spin
which was assigned as the index register. The large split

FIG. 3. The reference spectrum of the spin 1 assigned as
index register. The frequency is relative to the resonance freque
75.475 23 MHz.

FIG. 4. The result spectra of the spin 1. All the spectra w
drawn on the same scale and obtained without any signal avera
The final state is~a! u000& for f 1 with t50, ~b! u101& for f 1 with
t51, ~c! u100& for f 2 with t50, and~d! u001& for f 2 with t51. The
numbers are the labels of the peaks defined in Fig. 3.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 054301
is due to theJ12 coupling and the small toJ13. SinceJ12
.0 andJ13,0, the peaks labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4 are obser
when spins 2 and 3 are in the statesu00&5u0&2^ u0&3 , u01&,
u10&, andu11&, respectively. Positive absorption peaks rep
sent that spin 1 is in the stateu0& and negative peaks,u1&. As
can be seen in Eq.~6!, I t leaves the initial state unchange
except for the sign of the marked state, andD leaves the state
of the content and target registers the same. Since the co
register ~spin 2! is prepared in the stateu0& initially, this
means that peaks 3 and 4 are never observed.

The result of the search with the effective pure st
shown in Fig. 4 was read by applying a Hadamard opera
on the index register. When the given function isf 1 and
target is 0, the initial state isu000& and the final state is als
u000& because the index corresponding to the target valu
is 0 for f 15$0,1%. This result appears as the positive peak
as shown in Fig. 4~a!. The spectra in Figs. 4~b!, 4~c!, and
4~d! clearly show that the final states areu101& for f 1 and t
51, u100& for f 2 and t50, andu001& for f 2 and t51, re-
et

e
al

-
n
.
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spectively. All the spectra are drawn on the same scale
obtained without any signal averaging. The main reasons
the experimental imperfection are considered to be that
spin-selective pulses could not perfectly suppress the
resonance effects, and that the spin-spin couplings were
canceled during the applications of pulses.

In summary, we have experimentally implemented qu
tum searches with a three-bit NMR quantum computer wh
the index, content, and target registers are one bit each.
target is supplied as an input to be compared with the c
tent, and the accompanying index is given as a result.
and Kim’s single-query version was used to implement t
search for one-bit functions. The experimental results clea
show the answers for given targets.

The authors acknowledge the use of the spectromete
the Korea Basic Science Institute. This work was suppor
by the NRL program, Electron Spin Science Center, and
BK21 project.
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